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AGENDA
1. Call To Order - Workshop Meeting - 5:00 P.m.
2. Roll Call
3. Workshop Topics

A. Panel Discussion With The Urban Land Institute - Navigating Your Competitive Future
Documents:
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE WORKSHOP.PDF
a. After Workshop Follow Up Report From Urban Land Institute
Documents:
ULI FOLLOW UP REPORT FROM 2-27-2019 PANEL DISCUSSION
WORKSHOP.PDF
4. Adjourn
This agenda is subject to change by additions and deletions.

ADVISORY SERVICES
2017 NAVIGATING YOUR COMPETITIVE FUTURE IMPACT REPORT
With trust in government at or near historic lows and the
federal government pushing more responsibility down
to the local level, it is more challenging than ever
for public officials to create thriving communities.
Cities are caught between a rock and a hard place–
people mistrust government even as government
is asked to do more. ULI Minnesota’s Advisory
Services provide a way forward by convening public
officials and private sector partners to build civic trust
and promote informed decision-making.
Navigating Your Competitive Future (NCF) workshops
connect elected and appointed officials with a panel of
industry leaders in housing/mixed-use development,
commercial/industrial development, community
development, planning, architectecture, and public
finance. Panelists offer a fact-based, nonpartisan
examination of real estate and development market
challenges tailored to fit each city.
These two hour workshops are an opportunity
for ULI MN’s real estate industry professionals
to contribute their time and talent meaningfully
to build thriving Minnesota communities. ULI
Minnesota is able to offer NCF sessions free of charge
to cities thanks to the generous funding support of
Minnesota Housing, Metropolitan Council and Greater
Minnesota Housing Fund.

NUMBERS SINCE 2011
64 NCF WORKSHOPS held with
Minnesota cities and partner organizations.
2.5 MILLION aggregate population of cities
that have hosted NCF workshops.
7 CITIES held a second workshop to inform
new leaders and stay on top of trends.
83 REAL ESTATE LEADERS have served
as volunteer panelists.
1,600 VOLUNTEER HOURS of time and
talent contributed.
$250,000 estimated value of hours our
members volunteered to NCF workshops.

RESOURCES
(Re)Development Ready Guide
HousingCounts.org
Annual Housing Summit
Mixed Income Feasibility Calculator
Technical Assistance Panels
Product Councils

WHAT CAN I DO? WHAT CAN WE DO TOGETHER?
81 South 9th Street
Suite 310
Minneapolis, MN 55402

612-338-1332
minnesota.uli.org

THEMES FROM OUR PANELISTS
Strong, collaborative city leadership is critically
important for attracting development.
Cities must develop a clear vision, react to
opportunities, create innovative financial tools
and leverage their key assets.
Strong policies to preserve the affordability
and quality of existing housing stock should be
incorporated into comprehensive plans.
More than ever, a full range of housing choices
is integral to a city’s economic development
strategy because it helps employers attract and
retain workers.

In many markets, construction of new
multifamily housing is economically infeasible
without local support.
Be flexible with land use and zoning, city fees,
and financing sources to remove barriers that
affect housing production.
Hold additional NCF workshops as leadership
changes to continue helping public officials
make informed decisions.

FEEDBACK FROM CITIES IN 2017
ROSEVILLE

One panelist said that “Roseville is not on the ‘radar screen’ of the development
community.” This was an important to hear and resonated with the Council.

WATERTOWN

As a result of the NCF, we started a visioning process for a redevelopment
of the Carver County site. The takeaway from the workshop was the need for the
City to be able to articulate a vision for this property.

BELLE PLAINE

NCF provided an opportunity to discuss the advantages of allowing increased
densities, the importance of better connections to the Minnesota River, the
importance of workforce housing, and the importance of connectivity with sidewalks
and trails. A city-owned downtown redevelopment parcel has morphed into a
bigger site with the possiblity of higher densities as a result of the workshop.

WAYZATA

The workshop helped the Council expand their thinking to a broader regional
context. It helped them think outside the box such as, what are the opportunities
for higher density developments and housing in areas like Wayzata Blvd? This is a
great program, and we would like to do it again as leadership changes.

2017 NCFs
Belle Plaine
Brooklyn Park
Farmington
Fridley
Golden Valley
Hastings
Hugo
Lakeville
Roseville
Shoreview
Vadnais Heights
Watertown
Wayzata

HUGO

The workshop gave the Council a much better understanding of today’s affordable housing products
and dispelled some pre-conceived ideas. The City decided to create a housing policy section as part of
the implementation chapter of their comprehensive plan update with policies regarding affordable housing.

VADNAIS HEIGHTS

It was important for the Council to hear the thought process of the development industry when it
comes to selecting a site/community for development, especially the importance of a community
vision. The workshop prompted discussions about diversifying the City’s housing stock such as including
high density housing in the City Center and the possibility of City financial participation in housing projects.

“The data, but especially the perspectives of the panel, were very
helpful and stimulated a great deal of discussion. Please let them
know how worthwhile this was for us as a city. We would be more
than happy to recommend this program to other mayors/managers.”
Mayor Nancy Tyra-Lukens, City of Eden Prairie
“Truly, thank you for inviting me to participate. This was an incredible
experience. The people, the process, the brainstorming. Such fun and
so well organized. Once again ULI is impressive!! A delightful time.”
Patricia Gnetz, Senior Vice President, US Bank
"With the assistance of the ULI MN TAP, the City has been able to
move forward on a key redevelopment project that expands rental
housing options for residents. The TAP provided immeasurable
assistance and was vital in guiding the strategic directions for the
property."
Mayor Sandra Martin, City of Shoreview
“As a developer, it is great to have an opportunity to interact with city
officials in such an open way. The reality is that we are more often
negotiating from opposite sides of the table. In this environment, we
are getting to know each other and developing a deeper sense of what
is possible. I believe that this is an important investment on both
sides”
John Breitinger, Vice President – Realty Advisory Services,
United Properties; ULI MN Chair

For more information contact:
Aubrey Austin, ULI Minnesota
Aubrey.Austin@uli.org
612-338-1332

Advisory Services

The Urban Land Institute has a long
history of providing unbiased,
market-based solutions and best
practice advice on land use and
building resilient and competitive
communities.
At ULI Minnesota, we offer three
advisory service options to policy
leaders.
Each option engages ULI Minnesota
real estate professionals who
volunteer their time and talent to
contribute their wisdom and expertise.

BUILDING LOCAL CAPACITY

Services

NAVIGATING YOUR
COMPETITIVE FUTURE
Navigating Your Competitive Future (“NCF”) is a
two-hour interactive workshop with policy leaders
and volunteer real estate professionals to focus on
the current challenges of development and
redevelopment. NCF is designed to foster a
meaningful dialogue among the public and private
sectors to strengthen a mutual understanding of
today’s economic reality, market preferences and
demographic shifts. Public officials will better
understand the importance of effective
partnerships and learn strategies to position your
community to be competitive and resilient, and to
attract the best quality development.
Cost No charge
Sponsored by:

Advisory
Services

MOVING YOUR PROJECT FORWARD

Advisory

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
PANEL (TAP)
TAPs provide an unbiased, interdisciplinary
panel of volunteer real estate professionals
who address a specific project,
development or policy issue. Ranging from
one half to two days, the workshop is
preceded by analysis of background
information provided by the sponsor,
planning sessions, community interviews,
and site tours. The panel’s findings and
recommendations are documented in a
written report.
Two-Day Workshop
This workshop is ideal for complex and
comprehensive projects that require
significant time to fully understand the
issues and to formulate strategic
recommendations. Cost: $15,000
Half-Day Workshop
This workshop is ideal for projects that
require less background analysis to fully
understand the issues and to formulate
strategic recommendations. Cost: $5,000
CTAP (Corridor Technical Assistance Panel)
This workshop is oriented towards
development and redevelopment along
transit/transportation corridors.
Cost: determined per project.

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Chris Heineman, Little Canada City Administrator

FROM:

Gordon Hughes and Cathy Bennett, ULI Minnesota

DATE:

March 25, 2019

SUBJECT:

ULI Minnesota Navigating Your Competitive Future Workshop

On behalf of ULI Minnesota, thank you for the opportunity to meet with the City Council,
Planning Commission and staff on February 27, 2019. Our ULI MN workshop team enjoyed our
dialogue with the City officials and appreciated your hospitality. We also appreciated the time
that you spent with us in preparation for this workshop.
As a follow up to the workshop, we would like to take a moment to summarize some of the key
observations expressed during our panel discussion and dialogue.
•

Data on demographics, housing and jobs in Little Canada, presented at the
workshop, offered a point of reference for trends that will affect the City in coming
years. Please feel free to contact us if you have any follow up questions on the data
presented at the workshop or any of the materials which we provided.

•

Little Canada has a number of key strengths and assets to leverage. It has a great
location, easy access to key transportation corridors and beautiful natural resources.
These assets all contribute to an excellent location for (re)development.

•

Industrial market is migrating eastward. The industrial market is grouped by
submarkets. The northwest market, which has enjoyed significant industrial growth in the
past, is migrating easterly. This will begin to drive prospective opportunities to cities like
Little Canada which benefit from a close-in location, excellent transportation corridors
and access to a labor force.

•

How can the City play a role in attracting industrial users?
o Some industrial users have outdoor storage needs that may be prohibited in some
cities. If Little Canada can find a way to tastefully accommodate these needs, it
will be a competitive advantage for the city in attracting these industries.
o Close in locations like Little Canada are attractive for distribution centers.
Flexibility on “drive in” needs, access and frequency of in and out traffic is
important to these users.
o The hard part is aligning the needs of building owners with the desires of
developers. The City can play a role in this. Developer roundtables would help the
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City develop a better understanding of the market and what is necessary to
accomplish a great (re)development.
o Remember that the City can be the most patient part of the equation!
•

While transit is important, employers need nearby housing opportunities for
employees. A major problem with the development and expansion of the
commercial/industrial base, and job opportunities that come with it, is the mismatch
between where jobs are located and the availability of nearby affordable housing choices.
This is a growing issue in many markets and has become the number one issue in siting
decisions for many new businesses. A ULI MN housing forum revealed that the
business/housing mismatch is affecting the growth and locational decisions for many of
our region’s major employers.

•

The office market will continue to be challenging throughout the metro area. High
vacancy rates and a predisposition to downtown locations continue to hamper the
construction of new office development in suburban settings. Therefore, Little Canada
should not anticipate significant office development opportunities.

•

Little Canada, like most cities in the metro area, is well-retailed, i.e. a broad range of
goods and services are readily available to members of the community even if those
goods and services aren’t specifically located in Little Canada. They may be just across
community lines, or on the dominant routes that take residents to and from work or
around town. Retailers tend to pay less attention to community boundaries than to
circulation patterns and shopping habits. Although online retailing will continue to
dominate the market, experiential retailing will offer a niche especially for goods and
services not available on Amazon.

•

Little Canada is not alone in desiring more dining opportunities within its
boundaries. The lack, or apparent lack of dining choices is a common theme in almost
all cities that have held ULI MN workshops. Like retail, restaurants follow rooftops and
employment concentrations. The City may identify the types of restaurants that it desires
and then go after them. Knowing the City’s inventory of suitable locations will help in
this effort, especially older shopping center and other underutilized retail spaces that may
offer more competitive lease rates. In addition, attracting and/or allowing food trucks
within areas of the City may be a great way to test dining choices before the investment
in permanent spaces.

•

The importance of creating gathering places. More than ever, the Next Generation as
well as Boomers are looking for communities that are experience-based, i.e. where they
can bump into other people and have access to a variety of activities, especially in places
that are viewed as authentic. Places where things are happening all the time and full of
people are very attractive places for the Next Generation and Boomers. More and more
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people want to identify with an interesting and active place to live, work, recreate and
shop. Some of the keys:
o Walkability is a must. Sidewalks and paths that connect important places along
safe and interesting routes are essential to creating a great gathering place.
o Density. Successful gathering places are often dependent on a concentration of
activities and people. Higher residential densities in such areas contribute to their
vibrancy.
o The City should take the lead. The City should take the lead in identifying
where gathering places could be and be prepared to put some “skin in the game”
to make them happen.
•

New workforce housing with modern amenities can provide a needed component of
Little Canada’s housing stock. Today’s mixed income workforce housing products are
far different from yesterday’s low-income housing. Cities that have welcomed such
developments are generally happy with the results and there are many examples in the
metro area that Little Canada may wish to visit. But…up front education and preparation
are needed to dispel misinformation and opposition. Information provided in
http://housingcounts.org/ will be helpful to the City for finding resources associated with
workforce housing. Or share a video message from ULI MN’s recent Housing Summit
that explains why affordable housing is essential for a city’s economic success.

•

The economics of housing often make new rental projects difficult in many settings.
In most locations, the market simply cannot bear the rents needed to induce the high
construction costs of new rental housing. In such settings, public/private initiatives such
as low-income housing tax credits, tax increment financing, tax abatement, reduced fees,
and allowing flexible in your land use codes may be necessary to spur the development of
new housing options. TIF and abatement can also provide a vehicle for enhancing the
appearance of and amenities associated with new rental housing.

•

Bring physical planning and financial planning together. The best laid plans are only
as good as developing the financial wherewithal to accomplish them. The City’s
involvement in (re)development can take many forms. It could be financial assistance, it
could be marketing initiatives and it could be property assemblage. Whatever the
approach, it is important for the City to align available resources and communicate them
effectively to the (re)development community. The policies and practices outlined in the
ULI MN (Re)Development-Ready Guide will assist the City in establishing
(re)development policies and practices that use scarce public dollars to attract private
investment, grow jobs, provide affordable housing and build tax base.

•

Plan around Little Canada’s assets. Sometimes cities attempt to promote development
that doesn’t fit with who they are. Focus on Little Canada’s wonderful assets and how
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they play into the long-term development potential of the City. One of Little Canada’s
assets is its variety of land uses, housing diversity and natural amenities.
•

What are some of the zoning/land use trends in other cities? Some trends in other
cities:
o Encouraging mixed uses. Horizontal mix use projects tend to be more doable
than vertical projects. Successful mixed-use projects are often characterized by a
great “ecosystem” around them – green space, natural amenities, trails etc.
o Medium density housing in single family neighborhoods. Housing options “in
the middle” are generally missing in the market and may be desirable housing
choices for a segment of the population. Three-plexes, four-plexes, single level
attached housing and small apartments are often missing from the suburban city
housing stock. There may be a demand in Little Canada for these types of housing
products which would fit nicely into many areas of the community.
o Parking requirements. Many cities have significantly reduced parking
requirements in their zoning codes based on today’s demand and the prospect of
lessening demand brought about by autonomous vehicles.

•

Does Little Canada need an Economic Development Director. It is probably
inappropriate for the panel to comment on staffing/organizational needs. Some thoughts
expressed were:
o If you establish such a position, be realistic about expectations.
o The Vadnais Heights Economic Development Commission and Greater MSP may
offer resources in lieu of a dedicated position in Little Canada.
o Consider partnering with other cities or a collaboration of cities. The recently
established Rice/Larpenteur Alliance is an example of cities coming together to
promote a healthy corridor along Rice Street. Little Canada would have a vested
interest in learning how they can be part of the Alliance as work continues to
gravitate north along Rice Street.
Successful communities provide clear information, promptly respond to
development proposals, understand the costs associated with development, establish
a clear vision, react appropriately to opportunities, and tell the community’s story
and celebrate successes.

•

o Is the city approval process clear? Are the city codes clear? Does a
developer/consultant have a clear understanding of what needs to be
accomplished to attain approvals? Are the comprehensive plan and zoning codes
in alignment? Are ordinance requirements, fees and processes clearly spelled out
and available on the website?
o A quick “no” is preferable to a long “maybe.” Both developers and lenders are
even more risk averse sincere the Great Recession, so communities that can be
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very clear about their expectations and have policies and procedures that expedite
approvals for projects that are consistent with their vision will be favored.
o The alignment of policy direction between elected officials, appointed officials
and staff is especially important. Leadership and “consistency of vision” are
keys to successful communities. Cities should focus on a development strategy
that builds on their assets and a clear sense of who they are and how they fit into
the market.
o Don’t be afraid to brag about Little Canada. The City has a great story to tell
– don’t be afraid to share it proactively with the development community by
reaching out to them and developing relationships.
•

Final thoughts of the panel. The panel concluded the workshop with these final
thoughts:
o Find a “niche” or identity that the City can agree on and be prepared to act
when an opportunity presents itself. Dan Mueller, Ryan Companies
o Focus on the commercial areas as the first priority. Jeff Miller, HKGi
o Leverage the great diversity you now enjoy. Be flexible with new ideas.
Think regionally. William Boulay, Dominium
o Continue the conversation that was started tonight. Work on developing
alignment among the council, appointed bodies and staff. Rusty Fifield,
Northland Securities

On behalf of ULI MN, thank you again for hosting this workshop.
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